With the fast development of Internet, network traffic rapidly grows and the size of Internet scale gradually becomes bigger. It brings serious challenges to Network Service Chain (NSC) deployment across multiple domains which are managed by different network operators and service providers. It is difficult for each server in the multi-domain network to obtain a global topology view and available resource information of other domains. Meanwhile, there exist various operational strategies for different network operators and service providers in the multi-domain network. How to optimally deploy NSCs in a multidomain network to realize cost efficient and low latency service provisioning is challenging. To this end, in this paper, we study the problem of NSC deployment across multiple domains. Specifically, by leveraging Software Defined Networking (SDN) architecture, we present a novel service deployment framework to deploy Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) in the multi-domain network in a cost efficient and low latency method. Then, we establish a multi-objective optimization model with the target of minimizing end-to-end delay, service cost and operational cost with the constraints of resource allocation and VNF dependency relationships. Furthermore, we design a novel heuristic NSC deployment algorithm to solve the optimization model. In the proposed heuristic algorithm, VNF dependency relationship based NSC processing workflow optimization method and Dijkstra algorithm based NSC deployment adjustment method are presented to optimize delay and cost. Finally, extensive simulations demonstrate that the proposed heuristic deployment algorithm is efficient and outperforms comparison algorithms in terms of end-to-end delay, service cost and operational cost.
I. INTRODUCTION A. MOTIVATION
In traditional networks, a large number of middleboxes (e.g., Firewall, Load Balancer (LB) and Network Address Translation (NAT)) have been designed and implemented in proprietary hardware equipments to provide various network services. However, they are limited to hardware equipments and cause the increase of capital expenditure and operating expenditure [1] . Fortunately, the emergence of Network The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Honglong Chen .
Function Virtualization (NFV) provides a promising solution to achieve flexible service provisioning and deployment [2] , [3] , [42] . NFV aims to decouple network functions from hardware devices and implement them as software running on commodity servers. Moreover, NFV enables each network service to be represented as a series of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) in a given order, called Network Service Chain (NSC) [4] , [5] . According to the service request, network operators can flexibly deploy a set of VNFs in the appropriate servers and chain them. The data flow is steered to go through all the VNFs in a pre-defined order.
In recent years, numerous proposals have been conducted to optimize the latency and cost of NSC deployment.
To reduce latency, Qu et al. [7] formulated the problem of delay-aware VNF scheduling and resource optimization as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model, and presented a heuristic method to solve it. Alameddine et al. [12] presented a deadline-aware scheduling strategy for lowlatency service. Qiang et al. [8] established an end-to-end packet delay model for NSC deployment to achieve resource fair allocation and high resource utilization. Sun et al. [13] formulated an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) optimization model, and designed a dynamic minimum response time considering same level algorithm to reduce latency. Similarly, Gouareb et al. [14] presented a heuristic algorithm to jointly optimize VNF placement and routing with the target of latency minimization. Although the above works reduce latency efficiently, they ignore service cost and operational cost.
As for cost optimization, Luizelli et al. [15] developed an online NSC placement algorithm to reduce CPU cost. Dieye et al. [16] established an ILP model to minimize VNF deployment cost. Yang et al. [17] designed a heuristic resource allocation mechanism to reduce the operational cost. Sun et al. [18] designed a heuristic closed-loop feedback algorithm to reduce communication delay and deployment time cost. Alleg et al. [19] established a mixed integer quadratically constrained programming model to jointly optimize resource consumption and delay. Although these researches attempt to reduce resource consumption or operational cost, they fail to jointly consider end-to-end delay, service cost of end users and operational cost of network operators. Moreover, these existing work is limited in single domain scenarios instead of multi-domain networks.
Regarding with the multi-domain NSC deployment, [20] and [21] proposed a unified multi-domain NSC orchestration approach and system, respectively. Sun et al. [22] employed the full mesh aggregation approach to guide the orchestration process. Sun et al. [23] presented a heuristic VNF placement algorithm to support context-aware NSC orchestration. The authors in [24] and [25] proposed different heuristic algorithms to maximize energy efficiency in the multi-domain NSC orchestration. Wang et al. [26] proposed two heuristic algorithms to minimize resource cost of multi-domain VNF graph provisioning. Wang et al. [27] designed a two-step cross-domain VNF embedding method to minimize embedding cost. Xu et al. [28] formulated two ILP models for NSC embedding to minimize latency and maximize acceptance ratio, respectively. Pham et al. [29] presented a multi-domain non-cooperative VNF embedding framework. Martin-Perez and Bernardos et al. [30] presented a greedy algorithm to minimize the multi-domain VNF mapping delay. Chen et al. [31] proposed a heuristic method to minimize the operational cost of multi-cloud NSC outsourcing. The above existing solutions try to optimize multi-domain VNF deployment. However, cost efficiency and low latency cannot be guaranteed in them. Thus, these solutions are not suitable for our problem.
Moreover, Kaur et al. [32] established a multi-objective optimization model to minimize energy consumption in the multi-domain VNF deployment. Our previous work in [33] tried to minimize service cost of multi-domain NSC deployment, but ignored end-to-end delay and the operational cost. Bhamare et al. [34] only tried to reduce latency of multidomain NSC deployment. Benkacem et al. [35] formulated two ILP optimization models for multi-cloud VNF placement, and used the bargaining game theory to achieve an optimal tradeoff solution. Son and Buyya [36] designed a latency-aware VNF placement algorithm for time-critical applications. Although, these work in [32] - [36] focused on the multi-domain NSC deployment, the joint optimization of delay, service cost and operational cost is not considered.
C. CHALLENGES AND PROPOSED APPROACHES
Although many researchers have been conducted to optimize the NSC deployment in the multi-domain scenarios from different perspectives, the problem of cost efficient and low latency network service chain deployment in the multi-domain networks with the target of joint optimization VOLUME 7, 2019 of end-to-end delay, service cost of end users and operational cost of network operators, has not been studied yet. Given the NSC deployment in the multi-domain network, it is desirable and necessary to design a cost efficient and low latency NSC deployment scheme.
Recently, Software Defined Networking (SDN) has been receiving increasing attention from both industry and academic society [9] . SDN moves computing intelligence into control plane and realizes the decoupling of data plane and control plane [10] , [43] , [44] . The SDN controller not only has logically centralized control capability, but also can obtain a global topology view of underlying infrastructure network. Accordingly, network resource can be allocated dynamically. The NSC can be flexibly deployed in the appropriate servers to reduce latency and deployment cost. It's obvious that the integration of SDN and NFV supports flexible and scalable service deployment in the multi-domain network [11] .
To this end, in this paper, we study the problem of cost efficient and low latency NSC deployment across multiple domains to satisfy dynamic service demand of end users. We first establish a novel framework for NSC deployment in the multi-domain network by leveraging SDN architecture. Then, we mathematically formulate the cost efficient and low latency NSC deployment problem in the multi-domain network as a multi-objective optimization model. Furthermore, we design a heuristic approach to solve it.
D. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Our main contributions in this paper are as follows.
• By leveraging SDN architecture, we propose a multidomain network service deployment framework to deploy NSCs in several different domains in a cost efficient and low latency method.
• Taking into account resource allocation and VNF dependency relationship (DR), we formulate the problem of cost efficient and low latency NSC deployment in the multi-domain network as a multi-objective optimization model with the aim to minimize delay, service cost and operational cost, respectively.
• We present a heuristic NSC deployment algorithm to solve above optimization model wherein the NSC processing workflow is optimized based on VNF DR and Dijkstra algorithm based NSC deployment adjustment method is further employed to reduce delay and cost.
• We conduct extensive simulation experiments for performance evaluation. And simulation results show that our proposed heuristic algorithm can achieve better performance than comparison algorithms in terms of delay, service cost and operational cost. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the multi-domain NSC deployment framework. Section 3 describes the problem formulation and the proposed solution approach is shown in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the performance evaluation and this paper is concluded in Section 6. 
II. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The proposed multi-domain NSC deployment framework is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of three parts, i.e., data layer, control and orchestration layer, and application layer. The data layer is composed of the underlying switches and servers (denoted by S in Fig. 1 ) which are managed by own SDN controller in each domain (e.g., D 1 , D 2 and D 3 in Fig. 1 ).
In the data layer, the underlying switches are responsible for forwarding data flow and the servers are responsible for instantiating VNFs and processing data flow. The data layer connects with the control and orchestration layer via southbound interface.
The SDN domain controller (e.g., C 1 , C 2 and C 3 in Fig. 1 ), multi-domain SDN controller, VNF Manager (VNFM) and multi-domain orchestrator make up the control and orchestration layer. It allows VNFs to be deployed in the desirable locations in a cost efficient and low latency method. The SDN domain controller is responsible for maintaining all the servers in its own domain, and it is managed by the multi-domain SDN controller. Based on domain topology and domain resource information collected by each domain controller, the multi-domain SDN controller can obtain a global topology view of multi-domain network and the knowledge on multi-domain resource status. The multi-domain SDN controller consists of topology discovery module, resource collection module and flow table update module, responsible for updating flow table rules according to the NSC deployment policy. Once deployment policy changes, the flow tables in underlying switches are updated by the multi-domain SDN controllers. The VNFM is responsible for managing the instantiation and deployment of VNF. The multi-domain orchestrator communicates with application layer, the multidomain SDN controller and VNFM to perform the orchestration and deployment of NSC. Moreover, all the underlying hardware resource and network resource are collected by each SDN domain controller and jointly managed (e.g., allocation or deallocation) by the multi-domain orchestrator.
The multi-domain orchestrator communicates with application layer via northbound interface. In the application layer, there are several different types of NSC applications for efficient service provisioning. According to the NSC deployment policy, the appropriate VNFs are selected to construct one NSC, and are deployed to provide efficient service.
The overall workflow of the proposed system framework is described as follows.
(1) When an end user sends a new service request to the multi-domain network system, the domain controller receives the service request and forwards it to the multi-domain orchestrator via the multi-domain SDN controller.
(2) The multi-domain orchestrator parses the service request and creates a NSC by communicating with the application layer.
(3) The multi-domain orchestrator orders the multi-domain SDN controller to discover the global multi-domain network topology and resource information.
(4) The multi-domain SDN controller works together with all the domain controllers to discover the global network topology view and global resource status by executing topology discovery module and resource collection module, and reports such information to the multi-domain orchestrator.
(5) Based on the global multi-domain network topology view and global resource information, the multi-domain orchestrator works together with VNFM to generate the NSC deployment policy by executing the proposed service deployment algorithm.
(6) The multi-domain orchestrator sends the NSC deployment policy to the multi-domain SDN controller.
(7) Upon receiving the NSC deployment policy, the multidomain SDN controller updates the flow tables in the underlying switches by executing the flow table update module.
(8) The multi-domain SDN controller together with the VNFM deploys all the VNFs in the NSC in the appropriate servers and allocates the required resource (e.g., network resource and computing resource).
(9) The data flow goes through all the VNFs and is processed in the corresponding server in a specific order to provide efficient service for end user.
(10) Once the service is expired, the multi-domain SDN controller cooperates with all the domain controllers to de-allocate the allocated resource.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , a large scale network is divided into four different domains (i.e., D 1 , D 2 , D 3 and D 4 ). The physical server nodes in this multi-domain network are distributed in different geographical locations. Each server node and virtual link have different resource capacities and usage cost since there exist different network operators and service providers in different domains. The VNFs in the NSC can be deployed in the different server nodes or share the same server nodes. When we deploy a set of NSCs, the VNFs are finally deployed in different server nodes across multiple domains due to limited resource capacity. To guarantee efficient service provisioning, data flow is steered to go through all the VNFs distributed in different domains in a given order. During the processing and transmission process, processing delay and transmission delay (especially for transmission across multiple domains) are generated. For example, there are two different NSCs in Fig. 2 and they are composed of three and four VNFs, dotted in blue and red line, respectively. The total end-toend delay generated by NSC S 1 − S 2 − S 3 is the summation of process delay of server nodes (i.e., S 1 , S 2 and S 3 ) and transmission delay of links (i.e., L 12 and L 23 ). In addition, there are also some order dependency relationships among the VNFs in a given NSC. In other words, the VNF execution order in a NSC is strict. For example, data flow is steered to pass through some specific VNFs before traversing the other VNFs in the same NSC. It significantly increases end-to-end delay, especially for NSC deployment across multiple domains. Thus, when we jointly optimize latency and resource allocation, the VNF dependency relationship is required to be considered. In order to meet service demand and guarantee user' QoE, the delay requirement must be satisfied, and meanwhile we expect the end-to-end delay becomes smaller as possible.
On the other hand, service cost, especially resource consumption cost, plays a critical role in QoE improvement of end users. The resource consumption is mainly involved in server resource (e.g., computing resource, storage resource and memory resource) and network resource (e.g., bandwidth resource). For the purpose of resource consumption cost reduction, the optimal resource allocation method of NSC deployment should be explored. In particular, end users randomly access each domain and service requests dynamically change. How to efficiently optimize the resource allocation of NSC deployment is studied in this paper. The service cost is related with resource type, and it is proportional to the amount of consumed resource as well as resource unit cost. Therefore, it is expected to consume fewer and cheaper resource when we deploy NSCs across multiple domains.
From Fig. 2 , it can be observed that all the VNFs in two NSCs are deployed in three and four domains, respectively. In general, the bigger the number of domains used by the NSCs is, the higher the operational cost caused by NSC deployment is. That is, as for NSC deployment in the multidomain network, using less domains means that more VNFs are deployed in same domains as possible. Thus, it is desirable for efficient multi-domain NSC deployment method to optimize the operational cost.
B. SYSTEM MODEL
The main notations used in this paper is presented in Table 1 , as follows.
1) NETWORK MODEL
We model the multi-domain network as an undirected graph G = (V , E), where V is the set of physical nodes and E is the set of physical links. Each link e i,j ∈ E is associated with a bandwidth resource capacity rscap i,j bw and a link transmission delay transdel i,j . In particular, we divide all the physical nodes in the multi-domain network into two different types. One is forwarding node, responsible for forwarding data flow. The other is server node, responsible for instantiating the VNFs. Therefore, we use V fwd and V ser to represent the set of forwarding nodes and the set of server nodes, respectively.
Considering that a multi-domain network is composed of several domains, we model each substrate domain as a subgraph, denoted by G i = (V i , E i ), where V i and E i are the sets of substrate nodes and links in the ith domain, respectively.
fwd and V i ser are the sets of forwarding nodes and server nodes in the ith domain. Each server node v i,j ser ∈ V i ser has a certain computing resource (i.e., CPU), storage resource and memory resource capacity. We only take the server's computing resource into consideration. Thus, each server node v i,j ser is associated with a computing resource capacity rscap i,j cpu .
2) SERVICE REQUEST MODEL
Regarding with the dynamic nature of service requests, end users can access and leave the multi-domain network randomly. Similar to [25] , it is assumed in our work that the arrival rate of user' service request obeys the Poisson distribution with the parameter λ, and the service survival lifetime obeys the exponential distribution with parameter µ.
In this paper, we represent each service request as a NSC, which is composed of a series of VNFs in a specific order. Hence, the set of service requests at current time t is defined by
and Dst i (t) are source and destination of the ith service request, respectively. SC i (t) is the ith network service chain,
is the resource demand of the ith service request and Del i
is the delay demand of the ith service request. Meanwhile, we denote the ith network service chain by SC i
is the jth VNF in the ith network service chain. A network service chain can be regarded as a virtual path consisting of several virtual links.
We model the NSC as a directed graph G nsc = (V nsc , E nsc ), where V nsc is the set of VNFs. In particular, considering source and destination of service request, f 0 and f (n+1) are defined to identify the resource and destination, respectively. l i,j ∈ E nsc is denoted as the virtual link between VNF node f i and VNF node f j .
The multi-domain service provisioning is achieved through cooperation of different service providers. There are different types of VNFs in real worlds, e.g., Firewall, LB, NAT and Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Thus, we define SF = {SF 1 , SF 2 , . . . , SF N } to represent the set of all types of VNFs, where SF i is the ith type of VNF and N is the total number of VNF types.
Different service requests have different resource demands. The VNFs are deployed and instantiated in the servers for efficient service provisioning. Running VNFs requires consuming certain amount of resources. For simplicity, we only take computing resource demand of server and link bandwidth resource demand into consideration in this work. We use RSD cpu = {rsd 1 cpu , rsd 2 cpu , . . . , rsd N cpu } to identify the computing resource demand of different types of VNFs, where rsd i cpu is CPU resource requirement of the ith type of VNF. Similarly, the bandwidth resource requirement of virtual link l i,j is denoted by rsd i,j bw . In particular, with regard to source and destination of service request, we set rsd 0,1 bw = 0 and rsd n,(n+1) bw = 0, respectively.
3) NETWORK SERVICE DEPLOYMENT MODEL
The NSC deployment in the multi-domain network is to place all the VNFs in the NSC in the appropriate server nodes with enough computing resource while satisfying the QoS requirement (e.g., bandwidth demand and delay demand).
For a specific service request Sreq i
ser , it will be assigned as 1; 0, otherwise. In particular, we use y i,j u (t) to identify whether the VNF f i,j (t) belongs to SF u , described as Equation (2).
Similarly, a decision variable z i,j m,u,v (t) is defined to represent the mapping relation between virtual link l i,j (t),m in the mth NSC and physical link e u,v at current time t, as follows.
We define the decision variable R m k (t) to identify whether data flow of service request Sreq m (t) goes through the physical path P k , as shown in Equation (4). If virtual link l i,j (t),m is mapped into physical link e u,v , then e u,v ∈ P k . Thus, we use the decision variable H i,j m,k (t) to denote the relationship between virtual link and physical path, defined in Equation (5).
In this paper, we take the summation of server processing delay and link transmission delay as the total end-to-end delay. When a NSC is deployed across several domains, data flow goes through the path along the NSC, incurring link transmission delay, and traverses the VNFs according to the specific order, incurring processing delay. Different from the fixed processing delay, in this paper, we consider the resource-processing delay dependency. The total delay generated by data flow of the ith service request can be calculated as follows.
processdel m,n = Q vnf ,m,n · ζ m,n +basicdel m,n
where Q vnf ,m,n is the total amount of computing resource in the server v m,n ser allocated for the VNFs. ζ m,n is the processing time coefficient of server v m,n ser and ζ m,n ∈ (0, 1). basicdel m,n is the fixed processing delay of server v m,n ser . During service provisioning, computing resource and bandwidth resource are consumed. Thus, we define the service cost of each service request as follows.
where α and β are the weight coefficients of link bandwidth resource consumption cost and server computing resource consumption cost, respectively. bw u,v is the bandwidth resource demand of NSC going through link e u,v . sc bw u,v is the bandwidth resource unit cost of link e u,v . sc cpu m,n is the computing resource unit cost of v m,n ser . If the VNFs are deployed in several different domains, it will cause additional operational cost. In this paper, we assume that the operational cost is proportional to the total number of used domains. Thus, we define the operational cost as follows.
where ϕ i u (t) is used to identify whether SC i (t) employes the uth domain. τ u is the operational cost coefficient of VNF deployment in the uth domain, and τ ∈ (0, 1).
We formulate the multi-objective optimization model as follows. We try to achieve the minimization of delay, service cost and operational cost, respectively.
min Servcost(t)= i servscost i (t) (12) min where all the decision variables must satisfy the integrality constraints, respectively, i.e., x
Constraint (14) ensures that for each VNF f i,j (t) , it cannot be split and deployed in multiple server nodes. Constraint (15) ensures that for each network service chain SC i (t) , the total number of domains it uses cannot exceed the maximum number (i.e. |G|) of domains in the multi-domain network. Constraint (16) ensures that each virtual link is mapped into one physical link. Constraint (17) ensures that the delay does not exceed the delay threshold specified by the corresponding service request. Constraint (18) ensures that the summation of bandwidth resource required by virtual links of different network service chains does not exceed the available resource capacity of physical link. Constraint (19) ensures that the total amount of computing resource required by the VNFs does not exceed the available computing resource capacity of physical server.
IV. THE HEURISTIC DEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM
The multi-objective optimization problem has been proved to be NP-hard. Similar to most existing work, we present a heuristic NSC deployment algorithm in the section. Specifically, we first introduce the proposed heuristic algorithm and then give complexity analysis of the algorithm.
A. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
One NSC is composed of several VNFs in a given order, and there exist some dependency relationships between the VNFs. For example, at current time t, for service request
(t) }, there exist multiple VNFs combinations in one NSC, for example, SC i
For a set of same VNFs, different VNF combinations can result in various NSC deployment schemes and have different VNF processing workflow. Fig. 3 shows a simple example of three kinds of NSC processing workflows (i.e. schemes A, B and C)with the dependency relationship constraints. It can be observed that the NSC is composed of five VNFs (i.e., f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 and f 5 ). The number identified in each VNF is the processing delay in corresponding server node. For example, ''f 1 (5) '' means that the processing delay of VNF f 1 is 5 units time. In scheme A, five VNFs are deployed and processed separately in five different server nodes, and the total processing delay is 5 + 3 + 7 + 4 + 6 = 25. However, in scheme B, five VNFs are deployed and processed separately in three different server nodes. In particular, VNFs f 1 and f 2 are deployed and processed in parallel in same server node, while VNFs f 4 and f 5 are deployed and processed in parallel in same server node. The total processing delay in scheme B is 5 + 7 + 6 = 18. Similarly, the total processing delay in scheme C is 5 + 7 + 4 = 16. We can observe from the above anlysis that adjusting VNF deployment based on dependency relationship has a critical effect on end-to-end delay. Thus, we consider reducing delay by optimizing the VNF processing workflow.
On the other hand, the shortest path between source and destination can be calculated by Dijkstra algorithm [37] and it is beneficial to reduce end-to-end delay (mainly link transmission delay) and resource (mainly bandwidth resource) consumption cost. Thus, we design a Dijkstra algorithm based server candidate selection for NSC deployment across multiple domains. In this method, we select the appropriate server candidate nodes with enough resource capacity and small resource cost along with the shortest path to reduce transmission delay and bandwidth consumption. Finally, to further reduce the operational cost, we make NSC deployment adjustment reduce the number of used domains as possible by balancing the workload of each domain.
Based on the above analysis, in this paper, we proposed a novel heuristic NSC deployment algorithm. The heuristic NSC deployment algorithm mainly consists of three stages, i.e., NSC workflow reprocessing, server candidate selection and NSC deployment, and NSC deployment adjustment, described in Algorithm 1.
In the first stage (Lines 1-8 in Algorithm 1), we optimize the NSC workflow reprocessing. Our aim is to re-combine all the VNFs in each NSC and deploy them in few server nodes as possible. Firstly, we determine the Longest VNF Dependency Relationship Chain (LDRC) of each NSC according to the VNF DR, as shown in Line 3. Specifically, the VNF DR is transitive. For example, if f i,1 (t) and f i,2 (t) ) may be processed in parallel in a same server node. Thirdly, We divide all the VNFs into M subsets with the target of delay minimization, as illustrated in Line 5. For example, we determine the VNF number in LDRC
(t) } and {f i,5 (t) }) and finally deploy 3 VNF subsets in three different servers, respectively. Finally, we re-combine a new NSC according to the above division result. In this case, the VNF workflow of a NSC is optimized to achieve the minimum end-to-end delay.
In the second stage (Lines 9-11 in Algorithm 1), we do the optimal server candidate selection and NSC deployment. Specifically, we first use Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the shortest path between source and destination, and then construct the server candidate set. We select the optimal servers for each subset in the NSC, and deploy the VNFs in the same subset in the same server nodes as possible.
If the server cannot meet the resource demand, we select another appropriate servers with enough resource capacity and smallest resource cost from all the domains. Finally, if there is no appropriate server, the service request will be rejected and the allocated resource is de-allocated. The detailed process of the optimal server candidate selection and NSC deployment is illustrated in Algorithm 2. In the following section, we will elaborate on Algorithm 2.
In the third stage (Lines 12-22 in Algorithm 1), we make the NSC deployment adjustment to reduce the operational cost. Firstly, we sort the deployed NSCs according to the number of used domains in ascending order, as illustrated in Line 12. Then, we repeat the following operations (described in Lines 14-21) for each NSC whose used domain number exceeds the setting maximum domain number threshold. Specifically, for each VNF in the selected NSC, we need to determine whether it does not depend on any of the other VNFs and its resource demand is less than the setting minimum resource demand threshold or not (as illustrated in Line 16). If it can satisfy the two conditions simultaneously, we assume that the VNF deployment is adjustable, and re-deploy the VNF into the other appropriate domains (as illustrated in Line 17) with the aim to reduce the total number of used domains. If it cannot satisfy the two conditions simultaneously, we assume that the VNF deployment is not adjustable, and do not change the VNF deployment. To adjust the deployment of VNF which is with relatively small resource requirement and without dependency relationship, is helpful to reduce the operational cost.
The detailed process of server selection and NSC deployment (Line 11 in Algorithm 1) is illustrated in Algorithm 2. The specific workflows of Algorithm 2 are as follows.
(1) As shown in Lines 2-7, we first determine whether each deployed network service is expired. If so, we de-allocate all the resources (i.e., computing resource and bandwidth resource) which are allocated to the corresponding network service chain nsc.
(2) As illustrated in Lines 8-40, the following operations are repeated for each un-deployed network service chain nsc (t) :
(2.1) We first use Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the shortest path between source and destination, as illustrated in Line 9. And then, we add all intermediate nodes in the shortest path and their two-hop neighbor nodes to construct the server candidate set ServerSet, as illustrated in Line 10. After determining the server candidate node set, we sort all the server nodes in server candidate set in descending order according to computing resource capacity (illustrated in Line 11), and then sort them in ascending order according to the resource unit cost (illustrated in Line 12).
(2.2) With respect to all the VNFs in each subset in nsc (t) , from the server candidate set, we select the first server node which satisfies the computing resource demand of the first VNF, and deploy the first VNF in the subset in the selected server node. If the remaining resource capacity of the selected server node can satisfy the computing resource demand of For nsc ∈ ProcessSet 03:
IF nsc.endtime ≤ t and nsc.endtime > (t − 1) 04:
De-allocate the resources allocated to nsc; 05:
CompletedSet ← nsc; 06:
End IF 07:
End For 08:
For nsc (t) ∈ Sreq (t) 09: Path = GetshorestPath(G, nsc (t) .src, nsc (t) .dst, nsc (t) .rsd); 10:
Add server nodes and two-hop neighbor nodes into ServerSet; 11: ServerSet = Sort(ServerSet, CPUcapacity, descendingorder); 12: ServerSet = Sort(ServerSet, unitresourcecost, ascendingorder); 13: servset = ∅; 14:
For vnfsubset (t) ∈ nsc (t) 15:
For vnf (t) ∈ vnfsubset (t) 16 : IF nsc (t) is deployed 37:
ProcessSet ← nsc (t) ; 38:
Deps ← (nsc (t) , servset); 39:
End IF 40:
End For 41: End For END the second VNF in same subset, the second VNF is deployed in the same server node. Similarly, all the VNFs in the same subset are deployed in the same server nodes as possible. If the remaining resource capacity of the selected server node cannot meet the resource demand of the VNF, we continue to search for the other appropriate serve node. In this way, we select the optimal server for each subset in the NSC, and deploy the VNFs in the same subset in same server nodes as possible.
(2.3) If there is no appropriate server node in ServerSet which satisfies the computing resource demand of the VNF, we select another appropriate server node with enough resource capacity and smallest resource cost from all the domains, as illustrated in Line 21. In this case, if there is still no found appropriate server in all the domains, the service request will be rejected and the allocated resource will be de-allocated, as illustrated in Lines 22-28. if the optimal server can be found finally, the VNF is successfully deployed in the corresponding server node, as illustrated in Lines 30-33.
(2.4) If all the VNFs in a NSC are successfully deployed in the multi-domain network, we record the deployment location of all the VNFs, as illustrated in Lines 36-39.
B. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
To analyze the time and space complexity of Algorithms 1, we assume that the total time period is T , the maximum number of service requests in each time period is N max Sreq , the maximum number of VNFs in each NSC is N max vnf , the total number of server nodes in the multi-domain network is N G .
Regard to the time complexity of the proposed heuristic NSC deployment algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1), the time complexity of NSC workflow reprocessing process in Algorithm 1 is O(T · N max Sreq · (N max vnf ) 2 ). The time complexity of server selection and NSC deployment process (i.e., Algorithm 2) in Algorithm 1 is O(T · (N max Sreq · T + N max Sreq · (N G ) 2 + N G · N max Sreq · (N max vnf ) 2 )). The time complexity of NSC deployment adjustment process in Algorithm 1 is O(T · N max Sreq · N G · N max vnf ). Therefore, the total time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
Sreq · (N max vnf ) 2 )). Similarly, the space complexities of Algorithms 1 and 2 are O(T · (N max Sreq · T + N max Sreq · (N G ) 2 + N G · N max Sreq · (N max vnf ) 2 )) and O(T · (N max Sreq · T + N max Sreq · (N G ) 2 + N G · N max Sreq · (N max vnf ) 2 )), respectively.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed heuristic deployment algorithm. We first introduce simulation settings and evaluation indicators, and then analyze simulation results.
We conduct the simulation experiments based on MATLAB R2015b platform. In the simulation, we select CERNET2 [38] and Interoute [39] topologies as small and large scale test topologies, respectively. Specifically, there are 20 nodes and 22 links in CERNET2, as well as 110 node and 148 links in Interoute. CERNET2 and Interoute are randomly divided into 4 and 10 domains to simulate the multi-domain SDN network, respectively. Each physical node in network scenarios is selected as server node with the probability 0.5.
In order to make the simulation scenarios more generic, similar to [1] , ''units'' is employed to quantify link delay, VNF processing delay, resource capacity and resource consumption. The link delay in CERNET2 network is a real number following the uniform distribution between 10 and 20. Meanwhile, that in Interoute network obeys the uniform distribution between 1 and 5. With regard to CPU resource capacity of each server node, we set that in CERNET2 network obeys the uniform distribution between 100 and 200, and that in Interoute network obeys the uniform distribution between 50 and 100, respectively. Similarly, as for bandwidth resource capacity, it is assumed that those in CERNET2 and Interoute network scenarios obeys the uniform distribution between 100 and 200, and between 50 and 100, respectively. In addition, as for the costs of each unit of CPU and bandwidth resources, it is assumed that in both network scenarios, they follow the uniform distribution between 1 and 5, respectively. Moreover, we assign the basic processing delay basicdel m,n of each server node in both network scenarios to 0 and assign the processing time coefficient of server ζ m,n to 1, respectively.
Regarding with service requests in both network scenarios, similar to [1] , we set that service request arrival rate obeys the Poisson process with an average arrival rate of 5, 10 and 15 requests per time unit, respectively, and the service lifetime obeys the exponential distribution with an average of 25 time units, respectively. We select 1000 time units as simulation time period. We generate each NSC randomly, and set the number of VNFs in each NSC to an integer number distributed uniformly between 2 and 5. We assume that there are 5 types of VNFs, i.e., NAT, LB, IDS, Firewall and WAN Optimization. The source and destination of each NSC are determined by selecting the nodes from the multi-domain network randomly. We set the CPU resource demand in each type of VNF as a real number uniformly distributed in 1 and 5. We set that the delay constraint of each network service request obeys the uniform distribution between 300 and 500. Similarly, the bandwidth resource demand of each service request obeys the uniform distribution between 1 and 5. In addition, we set τ = 0.5 to calculate the operational cost, and set α and β to both 1.
In order to comprehensively evaluate the performance of our proposed heuristic deployment algorithm (Heuristic), the First-Fit deployment algorithm [40] (First-Fit), random deployment algorithm [41] (Random), Latency aware service deployment algorithm [19] (LASP) and multi-domain SDN network service deployment algorithm [33] (MDSP) are selected as comparison algorithms. Meanwhile, five metrics are adopted in our simulations, as follows.
• Service Acceptance Ratio (SAR): It is the ratio of the total number of accepted service requests to the total number of the arrived service requests at a given time.
• End-to-end Delay (DL): It is the average end-to-end delay of each network service function chain, composing of transmission delay and processing delay.
• Service Cost (SC): It is the total service cost caused by VNF deployment, composing of bandwidth resource cost and computing resource cost. with the increasing of time periods, the service request acceptance ratio shows a descending tendency. The detailed reasons are as follows. With the increasing of time periods, the total number of service requests becomes greater, thereby consuming more computing resource and bandwidth resource. Accordingly, with the increasing of service requests, more service requests are rejected due to limited resource capacity. From Figs. 4-6, we can also observe that when parameter λ grows from 5 to 10 and 15, the service request acceptance ratio in both network scenarios gradually becomes small. This is because with the growth of λ, the number of user service requests in per time period also grows. However, the resource capacity in the whole multi-domain network system is fixed and unchanged. The service request acceptance ratio gradually decreases with resource capacity constraint.
On the other hand, we can observe that among these deployment algorithms, the proposed heuristic service algorithm has the highest service request acceptance ratio and the service request acceptance ratio of the first-fit service deployment algorithm is smaller than that of the MDSP service deployment algorithm, LASP service deployment algorithm and random service deployment algorithm. This is because compared with other four deployment algorithms, our proposed heuristic deployment algorithm deploys VNFs by optimizing NSC processing workflow and adjusting NSC deployment. It allows to deploy more VNFs in multi-domain system. That is, more requests are accepted in the proposed heuristic deployment algorithm. However, with respect to the first-fit deployment algorithm, more resource fragmentation is generated with more VNFs being deployed. Consequently, with the increasing of service requests, the corresponding resource demands cannot be satisfied and more requests are rejected in the first-fit deployment algorithm. 
2) END-TO-END DELAY
The end-to-end delay comparisons of five different NSC deployment algorithms in different network scenarios are illustrated in Figs. 7-9. It can be observed that in both network scenarios, our proposed heuristic method outperforms other four service deployment methods in the aspect of end-to-end delay. This is because different from four comparison methods, our proposed heuristic deployment method tries to optimize NSC processing workflow to consolidate more VNFs in same server nodes with the target of reducing the processing delay of VNF. Meanwhile, it bases on Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the shortest VNF deployment path to reduce link transmission delay. On the other hand, although the processing delay of VNF is optimized in the LASP deployment method, the transmission delay optimization is not considered. As shown in simulation results, its end-toend delay is slightly higher than that of our proposed heuristic deployment method.
From Figs. 7-9, we can also observe that with the increasing of time periods, the delay of five different service deployment algorithms gradually grows. It is obvious that the total number of accepted service requests gradually increase with the growth of time periods. More NSCs are generated and deployed in the multi-domain network system. Thus, the total end-to-end delay is also getting bigger.
3) SERVICE COST
Figs. 10-12 show service cost comparison results in two different network scenarios. It can be observed that with the increasing of time periods, five different service deployment algorithms show an increasing tendency. The specific reasons are explained as follows. With the growths of time periods, the total number of service requests also grows gradually. More NSCs are generated and deployed, meanwhile, more computing resource as well as bandwidth resource are consumed. Therefore, the total service cost also becomes higher with the increasing of time periods. On the other hand, we can observe that the service cost of the proposed heuristic deployment algorithm is less than that of the other four deployment algorithms, and the MDSP deployment algorithm outperforms the LASP deployment algorithm, first-fit deployment algorithm and random deployment algorithm. The reasons are explained as follows. Firstly, resource consumption is selected as the optimization objective in our proposed heuristic deployment algorithm and MDSP deployment algorithm, respectively, and is considered in the other three deployment algorithm. Secondly, different from the MDSP deployment algorithm, our proposed heuristic deployment algorithm tries to reduce service cost by optimizing NSC workflow and using Dijkstra algorithm to determine the shortest path. As illustrated in Figs. 10-12 , the service cost of our proposed heuristic algorithm is slightly smaller than that of the MDSP algorithm.
In addition, it can be also observed that when the parameter λ gradually grows from 5 to 10 and 15, all the total service cost of three different NSC deployment methods gradually increases. This is because with the increasing of λ, the total number of accepted service requests become bigger. It is obvious that more VNFs are generated and deployed in the multi-domain network, and consume more computing resource and bandwidth resource. It further results in higher service cost.
4) OPERATIONAL COST
Figs. 13-15 describe the operational costs of five different NSC deployment algorithms in both network scenarios. It can be observed that the operational cost of our proposed heuristic deployment method is smallest among five deployment methods and the operational cost of the MDSP deployment method is smaller than those of the other three deployment method. Among five deployment methods, only the proposed heuristic deployment method and MDSP method consider optimizing the operational cost by adjusting NSC deployment. Therefore, their operational cost is smaller than the other three deployment methods. Moreover, different from simple NSC deployment in the MDSP deployment algorithm, the proposed heuristic deployment method attempts to optimize NSC workflow, calculate shortest path and adjust NSC deployment to consolidate more NSCs in same domains. The total number of domains used by the NSCs is further reduced. Hence, the total operational cost of the proposed heuristic service deployment becomes more smaller.
In addition, we can observe that with the growth of time periods, the operational costs of three deployment methods show an increasing tendency. The detailed reasons are as follows. With the increasing of time periods, more network service requests are accepted and more VNFs are deployed in the multi-domain network. More domains are occupied by the VNFs. Thus, it results in bigger operational cost.
Furthermore, we can also observe that with the growth of parameter λ, the operational cost of NSC deployment method also becomes bigger. It is obvious that with the growth of λ from 5 to 10 and 15, the total number of accepted network service requests is also increasing. It is understandable that deploying more VNFs results in occupying more domains. Thus, the total operational cost becomes higher. Figs. 16-18 show the time overhead comparison results of five different NSC deployment algorithms in both network scenarios. It can be observed that with the increasing of time periods, the time overhead of five NSC deployment methods becomes large. Due to the growth of time periods, the total number of accepted service requests becomes great. Thus, it takes more time to deploy more VNFs. Moreover, we can can also observe that the time overhead of our proposed heuristic deployment method is bigger than that of the other four comparison methods. The detailed reasons are explained as follows. Different from simple VNF deployment in the four comparison methods, our proposed heuristic deployment algorithm is composed of three processes, i.e., NSC workflow reprocessing, server candidate selection and NSC deployment, and NSC deployment adjustment. It is more complex and consumes more time than four comparison algorithms. In particular, with the increasing of network scale, it becomes more obvious that our proposed heuristic deployment algorithm requires more time to deploy VNFs.
5) TIME OVERHEAD
On the other hand, we can observe from Figs. 16-18 that the time overhead of service deployment algorithms in CERNET2 is less than that in Interoute. This is because the network scale of CERNET2 is much smaller than that of Interoute. Specifically, the total number of server nodes in CERNET2 is less than that in Interoute. Therefore, Interoute requires more time for the five deployment methods to deploy NSCs than CERNET2.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the problem of cost efficient and low latency NSC deployment in the multi-domain network. By leveraging SDN architecture, we present a NSC deployment framework to achieve NSC optimization deployment. The multi-objective optimization model is established and a heuristic service deployment algorithm is proposed to solve it. Finally, simulation results show our proposed heuristic deployment algorithm outperforms comparison algorithms in terms of delay, service cost and operational cost.
However, there is no mature simulation platforms for NSC deployment in SDNFV environment so far. We only verify the proposed algorithm in MATLAB platform. We will try to verify our proposed framework and algorithm on real machines in the future. On the other hand, without considering load balancing and resource utilization of server nodes as well as SDN domains in this work, it may result in serious degradation of network performance and user' QoE. In future work, we plan to study the problem of SDN based dynamic low latency NSC deployment in multi-domain networks to achieve load balancing and high resource utilization of servers and SDN domains. MIN HUANG received the B.S. degree in automatic instrument, the M.S. degree in systems engineering, and the Ph.D. degree in control theory from Northeastern University, Shenyang, China, in 1990, 1993, and 1999 respectively. She is currently a Professor with the College of Information Science and Engineering, Northeastern University, Shenyang. She has published more than 100 journal articles, books, and refereed conference papers. Her research interests include modeling and optimization for logistics and supply chain systems.
